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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a joint model for simultaneous speaker
counting, speech recognition, and speaker identification on
monaural overlapped speech. Our model is built on serialized
output training (SOT) with attention-based encoder-decoder, a
recently proposed method for recognizing overlapped speech
comprising an arbitrary number of speakers. We extend the
SOT model by introducing a speaker inventory as an auxil-
iary input to produce speaker labels as well as multi-speaker
transcriptions. All model parameters are optimized by speaker-
attributed maximum mutual information criterion, which rep-
resents a joint probability for overlapped speech recognition
and speaker identification. Experiments on LibriSpeech cor-
pus show that our proposed method achieves significantly bet-
ter speaker-attributed word error rate than the baseline that sep-
arately performs overlapped speech recognition and speaker
identification.
Index Terms: multi-speaker speech recognition, speaker count-
ing, speaker identification, serialized output training
1. Introduction
Speaker-attributed automatic speech recognition (SA-ASR)
from overlapped speech has been an active research area to-
wards meeting transcription [1, 2, 3]. It requires to count the
number of speakers, transcribe utterances that are sometimes
overlapped, and also diarize or identify the speaker of each ut-
terance. While significant progress has been made especially
for multi-microphone settings (e.g., [4]), SA-ASR remains very
challenging when we can only access monaural audio.
A significant amount of research has been conducted to
achieve the goal of SA-ASR. One approach is applying speech
separation (e.g., [5, 6, 7]) before ASR and speaker diariza-
tion/identification. However, a speech separation module is of-
ten designed with a signal-level criterion, which is not neces-
sarily optimal for succeeding modules. To overcome this sub-
optimality, researchers have investigated approaches for jointly
modeling multiple modules. For example, there are a number
of studies concerning joint modeling of speech separation and
ASR (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]). Several methods were also
proposed for integrating speaker identification and speech sep-
aration [14, 15, 16]. However, little research has yet been done
to address SA-ASR by combining all these modules.
Only a limited number of studies have tackled the
joint modeling of multi-speaker ASR and speaker diariza-
tion/identification. [17] proposed to generate transcriptions of
different speakers interleaved by speaker role tags to recognize
two-speaker conversations based on a recurrent neural network
transducer (RNN-T). Although promising results were shown
for two-speaker conversation data, the method cannot deal with
speech overlaps due to the monotonicity constraint of RNN-T.
Furthermore, their method is difficult to be extended to an ar-
bitrary number of speakers because the speaker role tag needs
to be uniquely defined for each speaker (e.g., a doctor and a pa-
tient). [18] proposed a joint decoding framework for overlapped
speech recognition and speaker diarization, in which speaker
embedding estimation and target-speaker ASR were applied al-
ternately. Although this method is extendable to many speakers
in theory, it assumes that the speaker counting is conducted dur-
ing the speaker embedding estimation process, which is chal-
lenging in practice.
In this paper, we propose a joint framework for SA-ASR
that entails speaker counting, overlapped speech recognition,
and speaker identification. Our model is built on serialized out-
put training (SOT) [19] with attention-based encoder-decoder
(AED) [20, 21, 22, 23], which was recently proposed for recog-
nizing overlapped speech consisting of an arbitrary number of
speakers. We extend the SOT model by introducing a speaker
inventory as an auxiliary input to produce speaker labels as
well as multi-speaker transcriptions. All model parameters are
optimized by maximizing a joint probability for overlapped
speech recognition and speaker identification. Our model can
recognize overlapped speech of any number of speakers while
identifying the speaker of each utterance among any num-
ber of speaker profiles. We show that the proposed model
achieves significantly better speaker-attributed word error rate
(SA-WER) over the model consisting of separate modules.
2. Overlapped Speech Recognition with
Serialized Output Training
2.1. ASR based on Attention-based Encoder Decoder
Given input X = {x1, ..., xT }, an AED model produces a pos-
terior probability of output sequence Y = {y1, ..., yn, ..., yN}
as follows. Firstly, an encoder converts the input sequence X
into a sequence, Henc, of embeddings, i.e.,
Henc = {henc1 , ..., hencT } = AsrEncoder(X). (1)
Secondly, at each decoder step n, the attention module outputs
attention weight αn = {αn,1, ..., αn,T } as
αn = Attention(un, αn−1, H
enc), (2)
un = DecoderRNN(yn−1, cn−1, un−1), (3)
where un is a decoder state vector at n-th step, and cn−1 is the
context vector at the previous time step. Then, context vector
cn for the current time step n is generated as a weighted sum of
the encoder embeddings as follows.
cn =
T∑
t=1
αn,th
enc
t . (4)
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Finally, the output distribution for yn is estimated given the con-
text vector cn and decoder state vector un as follows:
Pr(yn|y1:n−1, X) ∼ DecoderOut(cn, un)
= Softmax(Wout · LSTM(cn + un)). (5)
Here, we are assuming that cn and un have the same dimension-
ality. Variable Wout is the affine matrix of the final layer. Note
that DecoderOut normally consists of a single affine transform
with a softmax output layer. However, it was found in [19] that
inserting one LSTM just before the affine transform effectively
improves the SOT model, so we follow that architecture.
2.2. Serialized Output Training
With the SOT framework, the references for multiple
overlapped utterances are concatenated to form a sin-
gle token sequence by inserting a special symbol 〈sc〉
representing a speaker change. For example, for the
three-speaker case, the reference label will be given as
R = {r11, .., r1N1 , 〈sc〉, r21, .., r2N2 , 〈sc〉, r31, .., r3N3 , 〈eos〉},
where rji represents i-th token of j-th utterance. Note that
〈eos〉, a token for sequence end, is used only at the end of the
entire sequence.
Because there are multiple permutations in the order of ref-
erence labels to form R, some trick is needed to calculate the
loss for AED. One simple yet effective approach in [19] is sort-
ing the reference labels by their start times, which is called
“first-in, first-out” (FIFO) training. This training scheme works
with complexity ofO(1) with respect to the number of speakers
and outperforms a scheme that exhaustively considers all pos-
sible permutations [19]. In this paper, we always use this FIFO
training scheme.
Unlike permutation invariant training [7, 8], in which the
number of the output branches that a model has constrains the
number of recognizable speakers, SOT has no such limitation.
Refer to [19] for a detailed description of the SOT model.
3. Proposed method
3.1. Overview
Suppose that we have a speaker inventory D = {d1, ..., dK},
where K is the number of speakers in the inventory and dk
is a speaker profile vector (e.g., d-vector [24]) of the k-th
speaker. The goal of the proposed method is to estimate a serial-
ized multi-speaker transcription Y accompanied by the speaker
identity of each token S = {s1, ..., sN} given input X and D.
In this work, we assume that the profiles of all speakers in-
volved in the input speech are included inD. In other words, we
assume there is no “unknown” speaker for speaker identifica-
tion. As long as this condition holds, the speaker inventory may
include any number of irrelevant speakers’ profiles. This is a
typical setup in scheduled office meetings, where meeting orga-
nizers invite attendees whose voice profiles are pre-registered.
3.2. Model Architecture
We start with the conventional AED represented by the blue
blocks in Fig. 1. Firstly, we introduce one more encoder to
represent the speaker characteristics of input X as follows.
Hspk = {hspk1 , ..., hspkT } = SpeakerEncoder(X), (6)
On top of this, for every decoder step n, we apply the attention
weight αn generated by the attention module of AED to extract
Figure 1: Proposed model.
attention-weighted vector of speaker embeddings pn.
pn =
T∑
t=1
αn,th
spk
t . (7)
Note that pn could be contaminated by interfering speech be-
cause some time frames include two or more speakers.
The speaker query RNN in Fig. 1 then generates a speaker
query qn given the speaker embedding pn, previous output
yn−1, and previous speaker query qn−1.
qn = SpeakerQueryRNN(pn, yn−1, qn−1). (8)
Based on the speaker query qn, an attention module for speaker
inventory (shown as InventoryAttention in the diagram) esti-
mates the attention weight βn,k for each profile in D.
bn,k =
qn · dk
|qn||dk| , (9)
βn,k =
exp(bn,k)∑K
j exp(bn,j)
. (10)
Here, we use the softmax function (Eq. (10)) on the cosine sim-
ilarity between the speaker query and speaker profile (Eq. (9)),
which was found to be the most efficient in our preliminary ex-
periment. The attention weight βn,k can be seen as a posterior
probability of speaker k speaking the n-th token given all pre-
vious tokens and speakers as well as X and D.
Pr(sn = k|y1:n−1, s1:n−1, X,D) ∼ βn,k. (11)
Finally, we calculate the attention-weighted speaker profile
d¯n based on βn,k and dk as followings.
d¯n =
K∑
k=1
βn,kdk. (12)
This weighted profile d¯n is appended to the input of
DecoderOut(). Specifically, we replace Eq. (5) by
Pr(yn|y1:n−1, s1:n, X,D) ∼ DecoderOut(cn, un, d¯n)
= Softmax(Wout · LSTM(cn + un +Wdd¯n)), (13)
where Wd is a matrix to change the dimension of d¯n to that of
cn. Terms un and cn are obtained from Eq. (3) and (4), respec-
tively. Note that the output distribution is now conditioned on
s1:n and D because of the addition of the weighted profile d¯n.
3.3. Training
During training, all the network parameters are optimized by
maximizing logPr(Y, S|X,D) as follows. We call it speaker-
attributed maximum mutual information (SA-MMI) training.
FSA−MMI = logPr(Y, S|X,D) (14)
= log
N∏
n=1
{Pr(yn|y1:n−1, s1:n, X,D)
· Pr(sn|y1:n−1, s1:n−1, X,D)γ} (15)
=
N∑
n=1
logPr(yn|y1:n−1, s1:n, X,D)
+ γ ·
N∑
n=1
logPr(sn|y1:n−1, s1:n−1, X,D). (16)
From Eq. (14) to Eq. (15), the chain rule is applied for yn
and sn alternately. Here, we introduce a scaling parameter γ to
adjust the scale of the speaker estimation probability to that of
ASR. Equation (16) shows that our training criterion can be fac-
torized into two conditional probabilities defined in Eqs. (13)
and (11), respectively. Note that the speaker identity of the to-
ken 〈sc〉 or 〈eos〉 is set the same as that of the preceding token.
3.4. Decoding
An extended beam search algorithm is used for decoding with
the proposed method. In the conventional beam search for
AED, each hypothesis contains estimated tokens accompanied
by the posterior probability of the hypothesis. In addition to
these, a hypothesis for the proposed method contains speaker
estimation βn,k. Each hypothesis expands until 〈eos〉 is de-
tected, and the estimated tokens in each hypothesis are grouped
by 〈sc〉 to form multiple utterances. For each utterance, the
average of βn,k values, including the last token corresponding
to 〈sc〉 or 〈eos〉, is calculated for each speaker. The speaker
with the highest average βn,k score is selected as the predicted
speaker of that utterance. Finally, when the same speaker is pre-
dicted for multiple utterances, those utterances are concatenated
to form a single utterance.
4. Experiments
4.1. Evaluation settings
4.1.1. Evaluation data
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method by sim-
ulating multi-speaker signals based on the LibriSpeech cor-
pus [25]. Following the Kaldi [26] recipe, we used the 960
hours of LibriSpeech training data (“train 960”) for model
learning, the “dev clean” set for adjusting hyper-parameter val-
ues, and the “test clean” set for testing.
Our training data were generated as follows. For each utter-
ance in train 960, randomly chosen (S−1) train 960 utterances
were added after being shifted by random delays. When mixing
the audio signals, the original volume of each utterance was kept
unchanged, resulting in an average signal-to-interference ratio
of about 0 dB. As for the delay applied to each utterance, the
delay values were randomly chosen under the constraints that
(1) the start times of the individual utterances differed by 0.5
sec or longer and that (2) every utterance in each mixed audio
sample had at least one speaker-overlapped region with other ut-
terances. For each training sample, speaker profiles were gen-
erated as follows. First, the number of profiles was randomly
selected from S to 8. Among those profiles, S profiles were
for the speakers involved in the overlapped speech. The utter-
ances for creating the profiles of these speakers were different
from those constituting the input overlapped speech. The rest
of the profiles were randomly extracted from the other speakers
in train 960. Each profile was extracted by using 10 utterances.
We generated data for S = {1, 2, 3} and combined them to use
for training.
The development and evaluation sets were generated from
dev clean or test clean, respectively, in the same way as the
training set except that constraint (1) was not imposed. There-
fore, multiple utterances were allowed to start at the same time
in evaluation. Also, each profile was extracted from 2 utterances
(15 sec on average) instead of 10, unless otherwise stated.
4.1.2. Evaluation metric
We evaluated the model with respect to speaker error rate
(SER), WER, and SA-WER. SER is defined as the total num-
ber of model-generated utterances with speaker misattribution
divided by the number of reference utterances. All possible
permutations of the hypothesized utterances were examined by
ignoring the ASR results, and the one that yielded the smallest
number of errors (including the speaker insertion and deletion
errors) was picked for the SER calculation. Similarly, WER
was calculated by picking the best permutation in terms of word
errors (i.e., speaker labels were ignored). Finally, SA-WER
was calculated by comparing the ASR hypothesis and the refer-
ence transcription of each speaker.
4.1.3. Model settings
In our experiments, we used a 80-dim log mel filterbank, ex-
tracted every 10 msec, for the input feature. We stacked 3
frames of features and applied the model on top of the stacked
features. For the speaker profile, we used a 128-dim d-vector
[24], whose extractor was separately trained on VoxCeleb Cor-
pus [27, 28]. The d-vector extractor consisted of 17 convolution
layers followed by an average pooling layer, which was a mod-
ified version of the one presented in [29].
Our AsrEncoder consisted of 5 layers of 1024-dim bidi-
rectional long short-term memory (BLSTM), interleaved with
layer normalization [30]. The DecoderRNN consisted of 2 lay-
ers of 1024-dim unidirectional LSTM, and the DecoderOut con-
sisted of 1 layer of 1024-dim unidirectional LSTM. We used a
conventional location-aware content-based attention [22] with
a single attention head. The SpeakerEncoder had the same ar-
chitecture as the d-vector extractor except for not having the
final average pooling layer. Our SpeakerQueryRNN consisted
of 1 layer of 512-dim unidirectional LSTM. We used 16k sub-
words based on a unigram language model [31] as a recognition
unit. We appplied volume perturbation to the mixed audio to in-
crease the training data variability. Note that we applied neither
an additional language model (LM) nor any other forms of data
augmentation [32, 33, 34, 35] for simplicity.
Model training was performed as follows. In our prelimi-
nary experiment, training models from fully random parameters
showed poor convergence due to the difficulty in attention mod-
ule training. Therefore, we initialized the parameters of AsrEn-
coder, Attention, DecoderRNN, and DecoderOut by SOT-ASR
parameters trained on simulated mixtures of LibriSpeech utter-
ances as reported in [19]. We pre-trained the SOT-model with
640k iterations. We also initialized the SpeakerEncoder param-
eters by using those of the d-vector extractor. After the initial-
Table 1: SER (%), WER (%), and SA-WER (%) for baseline systems and proposed method. The number of profiles per test audio was 8.
Each profile was extracted by using 2 utterances (15 sec on average). For random speaker assignment experiment (3rd row), averages
of 10 trials were computed. No LM was used in the evaluation.
````````Model
Eval Set 1-speaker 2-speaker-mixed 3-speaker-mixed Total
SER WER SA-WER SER WER SA-WER SER WER SA-WER SER WER SA-WER
Single-speaker ASR - 4.7 - - 66.9 - - 90.7 - - 68.4 -
SOT-ASR - 4.5 - - 10.3 - - 19.5 - - 13.9 -
SOT-ASR + random speaker assignment 87.4 4.5 175.2 82.8 23.4 169.7 76.1 39.1 165.1 80.2 28.1 168.3
SOT-ASR + d-vec speaker identification 0.4 4.5 4.8 6.4 10.3 16.5 13.1 19.5 31.7 8.7 13.9 22.2
Proposed Model
SOT-ASR + Spk-Enc + Inv-Attn 0.3 4.3 4.7 5.5 10.4 12.2 14.8 23.4 26.7 9.3 15.9 18.2
↪→ + SpeakerQueryRNN 0.4 4.2 4.6 3.0 9.1 10.9 11.6 21.5 24.7 6.9 14.5 16.7
↪→ + Weighted Profile (d¯n) 0.2 4.2 4.5 2.5 8.7 9.9 10.2 20.2 23.1 6.0 13.7 15.6
Table 2: Speaker counting accuracy (%) of the proposed model.
Actual # of Speakers Estimated # of Speakers (%)
in Test Data 1 2 3 >4
1 99.96 0.04 0.00 0.00
2 2.56 97.44 0.00 0.00
3 0.31 25.34 74.35 0.00
Table 3: SER (%) / SA-WER (%) for different numbers of pro-
files in the speaker inventory.
# of Profiles # of Speakers in Test Data
in Inventory 1 2 3 Total
4 0.1 / 4.5 1.8 / 9.4 8.8 / 22.3 5.0 / 15.0
8 0.2 / 4.5 2.5 / 9.9 10.2 / 23.1 6.0 / 15.6
16 0.8 / 5.1 2.9 / 10.6 11.3 / 23.8 6.8 / 16.3
32 0.9 / 5.4 4.6 / 11.9 11.6 / 24.0 7.5 / 16.9
ization, we updated the entire network based onFSA−MMI with
γ = 0.1 by using an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
0.00002. We used 8 GPUs, each of which worked on 6k frames
of minibatch. We report the results of the dev clean-based best
models found after 160k of training iterations.
4.2. Evaluation results
4.2.1. Baseline results
We built 4 different baseline systems, whose results are shown
in the first 4 rows of Table 1. The first row corresponds the con-
ventional single-speaker ASR based on AED. As expected, the
WER was significantly degraded for overlapped speech. The
second row shows the result of the SOT-ASR system that was
used for initializing the proposed method in training. SOT-ASR
significantly improved the WER for all evaluation settings. The
lower WER for the 1-speaker case could be attributed to the
data augmentation effect resulting from the use of overlapped
speech for training, which was also observed in [19].
The third row shows the result of randomly assigning a
speaker label for each utterance generated by SOT-ASR. Note
that the speaker identification may affect WER as well as SA-
WER. This is because multiple SOT-ASR-generated utternaces
were mereged when their speaker labels were the same.
The fourth row shows the result of combining SOT-ASR
and d-vector based speaker identification. In this baseline sys-
tem, for each utterance, we calculated a weighted average of
frame-level d-vectors by using the attention weights from SOT-
ASR. The estimated d-vectors were then compared with each
profile contained in the speaker inventory in terms of cosine
similarity. The best scored speaker was selected one-by-one
with a constraint that the same speaker could not be selected for
multiple utterances. This method gave us reasonable results as
can be seen in the table although the SA-WERs were not suffi-
cient for overlapped speech.
Table 4: Impact of the number of profile extraction utterances
on SER (%) and SA-WER (%) for 8-profile setting. The average
utterance duration was 7.5 sec.
# of Utterances # of Speakers in Test Data
per Profile 1 2 3 Total
1 0.9 / 5.6 3.8 / 11.5 11.2 / 24.8 7.0 / 17.2
2 0.2 / 4.5 2.5 / 9.9 10.2 / 23.1 6.0 / 15.6
5 0.04 / 4.2 2.1 / 9.5 9.7 / 22.6 5.6 / 15.2
10 0.08 / 4.3 2.0 / 9.4 9.5 / 22.3 5.4 / 15.0
4.2.2. Results of the proposed method
The last 3 rows of Table 1 shows the results of the proposed
method while the first two of them were the results of an abla-
tion study. “SOT-ASR + Spk-Enc + Inv-Attn” is the result of a
variant of the proposed model where SpeakerEncoder output
pn was directly used for InventoryAttention (Eq. (9)) instead
of using SpeakerQueryRNN output qn, and d¯n was not used
in Eq. (13). Due to SA-MMI training, even this model achieved
a lower SA-WER than the baseline while the SER and WER
were degraded. Then, the entire performance was significantly
boosted by introducing SpeakerQueryRNN as shown in the
next row. Finally, by introducing the weighted profile d¯n in Eq.
(13), the proposed method outperformed the baseline in all three
evaluation metrics, resulting in 29% reduction of the SA-WER.
Table 2 shows the speaker counting accuracy of the pro-
posed method. We can see that the speakers were counted very
accurately especially for the 1-speaker (99.96%) and 2-speaker
cases (97.44%) while it sometimes underestimated the number
of the speakers for the 3-speaker mixtures.
4.2.3. Evaluation with different profile settings
In the previous experiments, we used the inventory compris-
ing 8 profiles, each of which was extracted from 2 utterances.
We then evaluated the proposed method with different num-
bers of profiles. As shown in Table 3, our proposed method
showed only minor degradation in terms of the SER and SA-
WER even with 32 profiles. This demonstrates the robustness
of our method against the increase of profiles.
Finally, we also evaluated the impact of the number of ut-
terances used for speaker profile extraction. As shown in Table
4, using more utterances for a profile yielded lower error rates.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a joint model for SA-ASR that can
recognize overlapped speech of any number of speakers while
identifying the speaker of each utterance among any number of
speaker profiles. In the experiments on LibriSpeech, the pro-
posed model achieved significantly better SA-WER than the
baseline that consists of separated modules.
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